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ABSTRACT: We report the synthesis and detailed structural
and chemical characterization including electrochemical
properties of a lithium vanadium oxy/fluoro-phosphate
material. To the best of our knowledge, we have for the first
time synthesized a LiVPO4O-type phase with a mixed O/F
ligand. In the synthesis procedure, the LiVPO4O precursor
compound was fluorinated via LiF incorporation, with
preservation of the LiVPO4O framework structure. The
operating potential of the synthesized material is increased
compared to that of the LiVPO4O precursor (4.12 V vs 3.95 V
versus metallic lithium, respectively). The related increase in
operating potential was assigned to the effect of the
intermixing O/F ligand, which is attained via the successful
fluorine incorporation into the LiVPO4O structure. A characterization of the investigated materials was performed using
microscale-covering XRD, XANES, and NMR techniques as well as nanoscale spatially resolved imaging and analytical STEM
techniques. The obtained oxy/fluoro-phosphate phase is isostructural to LiVPO4O; however, the presence of the mixed O/F
ligand promoted a higher symmetry of vanadium octahedra. These variations of the vanadium local environment along with the
observed inhomogeneous distribution of the incorporated fluorine gave rise to the minor local deviations in vanadium valence.
Our results clearly emphasize the connection among the fluorine ligand incorporation, its local distribution, and the
electrochemical properties of the material.

1. INTRODUCTION
The requirement for sustainable, high specific energy density
materials for the next generations of Li-ion batteries is a driving
force for the continuous development of novel materials with
improved properties. One of the demands is a stable crystal
structure that allows for extraction/insertion of the Li+ ions,
which is supported by the redox centers, preferably within
transition metals. Among other candidates, a three-dimensional
framework built of transition metals and polyanions (XO4)

n−,
e.g., LiFePO4, represent attractive materials with improved
inherent safety. Another representative of this class, Tavorite
compounds (LiMXO4Y), allows for adjustment of the working
potential via using different transition metals as well as tuning
the inductive effect of the polyanion and the bridging anion
(ligand), i.e., O, F, and OH. Thus, the potential of the redox
couple is highly influenced by the local environment of the
transition metal.1−4 Among the Tavorite compounds, vana-
dium-based phosphates LiVPO4O and LiVPO4F are the most

appealing ones because of their attractive electrochemical
properties. Indeed, the redox couple in LiVPO4O (V+4/V+5)
operates at 3.95 V, whereas in LiVPO4F the redox couple
(V+3/V+4) operates at 4.26 V vs Li.5−10 Fluorinated
compounds have been shown to possess better electrochemical
performance as well as safety parameters. They generally have a
higher redox potential and more stable host lattice due to the
high electronegativity of the F− anion, which could play a role
in the stabilization of the structure. The inductive effect of
fluorine prompts the formation of a more ionic metal−ligand
bond. This, in its turn, leads to a lower energy of the
antibonding orbital level and, thus, to a higher potential
difference vs Li.11 In addition, the crystal structure strongly
influences the key electrochemical properties in these systems.1
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Recently studied lithium vanadium oxy/fluoro-phosphate
compounds demonstrated oxygen partial substitution by
fluorine12−17 so as to form a solid solution. Such compounds
were produced either by solid-state synthesis or by oxidation of
the LiVPO4F-based compound. In these works, promising
results were achieved where the produced materials were
distinguishable from LiVPO4F and LiVPO4O. Kim et al.12

synthesized the LiVPO4O0.75F0.25 compound with a V+3.75

valence state which had working potentials at ∼4.1 V and
∼2.4 V (vs Li+/Li). Boivin et al.13 worked on synthesizing a
larger composition range of LiVPO4O1−xFx with a mixed V+3−
V+4 valence state. They showed that the electrochemical
performance of these materials can be tuned by changing the
amount of vanadyl-type defects, i.e., the ionicity (V3+−F) or
covalency (V4+O) of the bond. All of these studies have
concentrated on the compounds with LiVPO4F-type structure.
However, despite the higher LiVPO4F operating potential, the
V+4/V+5 redox couple cannot be realized in this structure.
Due to poor diffusion kinetics and the distorted lattice of

LiVPO4O, a complete lithium extraction is nearly never
realized in this material. In addition, it has a poor electronic
conductivity that limits its application. Improvements may be
realized by changing the synthesis parameters, nanosizing, and
carbon coating, which can have an effect on shortening the
conduction length (Li diffusion pathway) and conductiv-
ity.10,18−23 However, there has been no study on modifying the
electrochemical characteristics by tuning the crystal structure
of LiVPO4O. The above arguments lead to the hypothesis that
a higher operating potential for V+4/V+5 in LiVPO4O can be
expected upon the F incorporation. In this work, our goal was
to synthesize and explore structural, chemical, and electro-
chemical properties of the F-incorporated LiVPO4O material.
A high temperature ceramic synthesis route was applied,
during which LiVPO4O was incorporated with LiF. This
synthesis method gave way to a direct comparison of
fluorinated versus nonfluorinated LiVPO4O. The temperature
dependent fluorination was subjected to a systematic
characterization of the synthesis products at both the micro-
and the nanoscale. This allowed insights on the effect of F on
the characteristics of the LiVPO4O material and described
both as general material properties and also as local changes
within the material. The results showed the importance of
multilevel characterization, since the average properties
through larger-size samples could not always be representative
for the local variations. The fluorinated counterpart was
isostructural with the LiVPO4O precursor; however, local
deviations from the refined structure were detected. The
average valence state changed upon fluorination, but it was not
homogeneous among the studied particles. The vanadium oxy/
fluoro-phosphate sample clearly exhibited improved electro-
chemical properties compared to the nonfluorinated counter-
part.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis. Vanadium oxy/fluoro-phosphate was synthesized via

two-step synthesis. In the first step, LiVPO4O precursor compound
(LVPO) was synthesized through a solid-state synthesis method.24

Stoichiometric amounts of V2O3 vanadium(III) oxide, NH4H2PO4
ammonium phosphate monobasic, and Li3PO4 lithium phosphate
were mixed in a planetary ball milling machine for 12 h at 600 rpm,
and then the mixture was pressed as pellets. A thermal treatment was
performed at 300 °C for the duration of 8 h under argon flow in order
to remove ammonia.25 After the heat treatment, pellets were ground
to obtain a homogenized powder, which was then heated at 700 °C

for 12 h under air to obtain LVPO. In the second step, stoichiometric
amounts of the as-synthesized LVPO powder were mixed and ground
together with LiF and pressed as pellets with the typical weight of
150−200 mg. The pellets were subsequently introduced into a golden
tube inside a special stainless steel reactor with ∼2.5 mL inner
volume, which was sealed inside an argon-filled glovebox. The heat
treatments were carried out at various temperatures of 600 °C
(LVPOF-600), 700 °C (LVPOF-700), and 800 °C (LVPOF-800) for
1 h, and then the reactors were immediately quenched in liquid
nitrogen. Additionally, LiVPO4F (LVPF) powder was also prepared
and characterized for the sake of comparison. The synthesis was
carried out via a carbothermal reduction route to obtain VPO4 and
subsequent heat-treatment with LiF in the Ar-sealed stainless steel
reactors, according to the method described elsewhere.8 XRD analysis
was used to index the peaks of the synthesized materials in order to
determine their lattice parameters. XRD patterns were recorded using
a PANalytical X’Pert PRO diffractometer equipped with an
X’Celerator detector (128 channels) using energy discrimination
and Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å). Measurements were conducted
in the 10−120° (2θ) angular range with increments of 0.008° at a
constant counting time of 550 s per step.

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS). Vanadium K-edge
XANES spectra of vanadium (oxy/fluoro) phosphates and reference
vanadium compounds with a known vanadium valence state and
structure were measured at room temperature in transmission
detection mode at the XAFS beamline of the ELETTRA synchrotron
radiation facility in Trieste, Italy, and at P65 beamline of PETRA III,
DESY, Hamburg. A Si(111) double-crystal monochromator was used
at both beamlines with energy resolution of about 0.7 eV at 6 keV.
Higher-order harmonics were effectively eliminated by a flat mirror at
the P65 beamline and by detuning the second monochromator
crystals to 60% of the rocking curve maximum at the XAFS beamline.
The intensity of the monochromatic X-ray beam was measured by
using three consecutive ionization detectors, filled with appropriate
nitrogen and argon gas mixtures to obtain 15% absorption in the first
cell and 80% in the second and third cell. All the V-containing
samples including reference compounds (e.g., V2O5, VO2F) were
prepared in the form of homogeneous pellets and pressed from
micronized powder mixed with boron nitride powder. In all cases, the
total absorption thickness of the sample was about 2 above the V K-
edge. The absorption spectra were measured within the interval −250
eV to 1000 eV relative to the V K-edge. At the XAFS beamline,
equidistant energy steps of 0.25 eV were used with the integration
time of 2 s/step in the XANES region. At the P65 beamline, the
absorption spectra were measured in continuous fast (3 min) scans
and rebinned to the same energy steps in the XANES region as at
XAFS beamline. Two to five repetitions of the scans were
superimposed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The exact energy
calibration was established with a simultaneous absorption measure-
ment on a 5 μm thick V metal foil placed between the second and the
third ionization chambers. The V K-edge in the V metal is at 5470.6
eV. Absolute energy reproducibility was ±0.02 eV. The analysis of
XANES spectra is performed with Demeter (IFEFFIT) program
package,26 in combination with the FEFF6 program code27 for ab
initio calculation of photoelectron scattering paths.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). Solid-state 31P and 7Li
magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectra were recorded on a 600
MHz Varian NMR system, operating at the 31P Larmor frequency of
242.65 MHz and 7Li Larmor frequency of 232.97 MHz. A Varian 1.6
mm HXY MAS probe head at sample rotation frequency of 40 kHz
was used. The 31P MAS NMR spectrum of each sample was obtained
as a sum of a series of spin−echo subspectra recorded at different
irradiation frequencies.28 The irradiation-frequency step was 160 kHz.
Each subspectrum was phase corrected to zero order. Durations of the
first and the second pulse in the rotation-synchronized spin−echo
experiment were 1.8 and 3.6 μs, respectively, and the delay between
the pulses was 25 μs (i.e., one rotation period). Repetition delay
between consecutive scans varied between 120 s (for irradiation
frequencies close to 0 ppm) and 1 s (for irradiation frequencies close
to 600 ppm and beyond). The number of scans for each individual
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spectrum was 32 (when recorded with the repetition delay of 120 s)
or 2400 (when recorded with the repetition delay of 1 s). The
frequency axes of the 31P MAS NMR spectra were reported relative to
the signal of 85% H3PO4.

7Li MAS NMR spectra were obtained with a
spin−echo sequence, in which the durations of the first and the
second pulse were 1.4 and 2.8 μs, respectively, and the delay between
the pulses was 25 μs. Repetition delay between consecutive scans was
100 s, and the number of scans was 24. The frequency axes of the 7Li
MAS NMR spectra were reported relative to the signal of Li2SiO3 (0
ppm).
Microscopy. A field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-

SEM, Model SUPRA 35VP, Carl Zeiss, Germany) was used to
characterize the size and morphology of the powder samples.
Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) was employed for the

structural analysis of the synthesized materials in the transmission
electron microscope (TEM). The atomic structure of synthesized
materials was studied by means of high-resolution scanning TEM
high-angle annular dark field (STEM-HAADF) and annular bright
field (STEM-ABF) imaging. Elemental distribution was assessed by
standardless energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy in STEM mode
(STEM-EDX), while the electronic structure was studied by electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). For these analyses, a probe
aberration-corrected JEM-ARM200CF equipped with JEOL Centurio
100 mm2 EDXS detector, JEOL STEM detectors (JEOL, Tokyo,
Japan), and Gatan GIF Quantum ER spectrometer (Gatan, Plesanton,
U.S.A.) was employed. Specimens for electron microscopy analysis
were prepared in two ways: (1) by focused ion beam (FIB) milling of
a lamella from a single particle and (2) by drop casting the powder
particles, which were dispersed in isopropanol on a TEM Cu grid. For
FIB sample preparation, a Helios NanoLab 600i Dual-beam system
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, U.S.A., previously FEI company)
was used.
Electrode Preparation and Electrochemistry. Cathode

composites were prepared using 75 wt % of active material, 15 wt
% of carbon black Printex from Degussa, and 10 wt % of PTFE as the
binder. The materials were mixed by planetary ball-milling together
with isopropanol at 300 rpm for 30 min, and the slurry was cast onto a
carbon-coated aluminum mesh.
Circular electrodes with a diameter of 12 mm were cut out, pressed

at 2 tons, and dried overnight at 80 °C. The typical loading of the
active material in electrodes was ∼2 mg/cm2. The electrochemical
characteristics were measured in the Swagelok cells. Two electrode
cells were assembled in an argon-filled glovebox: a working electrode
(WE) and a metallic Li counter electrode (CE) were placed over a
separator (“Whatman” glass microfiber). The electrolyte was a 1 M
solution of LiPF6 in EC:DEC in a1:1 volume ratio (LP40, Merck).
The galvanostatic measurements were performed with a rate of C/50
using a “VPM3” (Bio-Logic) potentiostat/galvanostat running with
EC-Lab software.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis of the LVPO (LiVPO4O) precursor was performed
based on the eq 1:

+ + +

→ + +

1
2

V O
1
3

Li PO
2
3

NH H PO
1
4

O

LiVPO O
2
3

NH H O

2 3 3 4 4 2 4 2

4 3 2 (1)

The Fullpattern LeBail refinement matching of the XRD
pattern of synthesized LVPO sample is shown in Figure S1.
The photograph in the inset of Figure S1 shows the green
LVPO powder. It has a triclinic crystal structure with P1̅ space
group (space group No. 2). The structural parameters obtained
through refinement are as follows: a (Å) = 6.729(1), b (Å) =
7.198(1), c (Å) = 7.928(3), α (deg) = 89.812(9), β (deg) =
91.223(0), γ (deg) = 116.856(7), and V (Å3) = 342.519(2).

The as-prepared LVPO sample was mixed in a stoichio-
metric amount with LiF and heated at various temperatures
(600, 700, and 800 °C) according to eq 2a:

+ →LiVPO O LiF Li VPO OF4 2 4 (2a)

The color of the powders recovered after heat treatment was
brown, ranging from the light to the dark shades, with light
shades corresponding to lower and dark to higher synthesis
temperature. The XRD patterns of synthesized powders
(LVPOF-600, LVPOF-700, and LVPOF-800) are presented
in Figure 1 in selected 2θ regions chosen to emphasize the

main peaks. For the sake of comparison, XRD patterns of an
unheated mixture of LVPO and LiF as well as of LVPF are
shown. The continuous range (15°−60° in 2θ) of the X-ray
diffraction patterns is presented in Figure S2. An increase in
temperature from 600 to 800 °C resulted in a decrease in the
intensity of LiF and LVPO peaks (marked respectively by
circles and asterisks on the LVPO+LiF pattern). Simulta-
neously, peaks of a new phase appeared (blue vertical dashed
lines), which increased in intensity from LVPOF-600 to
LVPOF-800. At the highest heating temperature of 800 °C
(LVPOF-800), the pattern comprises mainly of the new phase
with only minor impurities in the form of LiF, LVPO, and
Li3PO4 phases. Note that the XRD pattern of the newly formed
LVPOF phase is noticeably different from that of the LVPF
phase (green pattern in Figure 1). The nominal composition of
the expected product of complete reaction according to eq 2a
was Li2VPO4OF. However, the presence of the LiF peaks in
the XRD pattern implied an incomplete LiF consumption
during the synthesis. Therefore, the amount of LiF is noted as
x (with x < 1) in eq 2b, which is a more accurate
representation of the reaction that took place.

+ →xLiVPO O LiF Li VPO O Fa b c4 4 (2b)

The chemical formula of the new phase (LVPOF) can be
defined as LiaVPO4ObFc (a ≥ 1, b, c < 1). The exact amounts
of the a, b, and c values are not definite and could undergo
minor variation depending on the synthesis temperature. The
presence of trace impurities prevented accurate measurement
or calculation of composition.

Figure 1. XRD patterns of LVPOF samples heat-treated at 600, 700,
and 800 °C (LVPOF-600, LVPOF-700, and LVPOF-800, respec-
tively) in a comparison with LVPO+LiF and LVPF samples. The
patterns are shown in the selected 2θ regions chosen to emphasize the
main peaks. Asterisks represent some of the LVPO peaks, and the
circles represent LiF peaks. Blue dashed lines show the location of the
LVPOF peaks.
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The lattice parameters of all three samples (LVPOF-600,
LVPOF-700, and LVPOF-800) were refined starting from the
lattice parameters of LVPO (ICSD#: 184602) using the
fullprof_suite program.29 The refinement performed with the
lattice parameters of LVPF (ICSD#: 184601) did not converge
to acceptable reliability factors. The lattice parameters of
LVPOF phase in each sample are reported in Table 1. The

refinement results showed that the evolution of the cell
parameters does not follow a specific trend. However, the unit
cell volume of the LVPOF phase in all three samples was
higher than in the precursor LVPO phase. This was an
expected result of the LiF incorporation into the LVPO
structure. Moreover, the unit cell volume of the LVPOF phase
increased with the increase of temperature from 600 to 800 °C.
This indicates that, by applying higher temperature while
keeping the same heat-treatment time, the incorporation of the
LiF into the structure was promoted. However, further increase
of the temperature resulted in melting of the LVPO and LiF
mixture.
The morphology and particle size of the synthesized

powders were examined by SEM. The primary particle size
in the LVPO sample was in the range of 1−3 μm on average.
However, the agglomerates of up to 50 μm in size (see Figure
S3) were also detected. The particles possessed well-defined
shapes. LVPOF-600 did not differ much from LVPO in size
and morphology of particles. The SEM images of the LVPOF-
700 sample exhibited a slightly different morphology. The
particles mostly lack the defined shape seen in the precursor
LVPO sample. Furthermore, the LVPOF-800 sample was
constituted mainly of poorly defined particles, although larger
in size (up to 10 μm). In general, there was a wider range of
particles size in this sample (see Figure S3). It should be noted
that, in the SEM images, the impurities such as LiF and Li3PO4

cannot be distinguished from the main LVPOF phase particles.
In addition, LVPOF sample particles differed tremendously in
size from the LVPF sample, where the average particle size was
below 1 μm. The LVPF sample particles were covered with
small carbon particles which originated from the carbothermal
synthesis procedure and presumably limited the particle
growth during synthesis.13

Prior to the detailed analysis of the XRD patterns, XANES
experiments were performed in order to assess the average
oxidation state of V and its local symmetry as well as to
evaluate the effects of fluorination. For that, the V K-edge
XANES spectra were taken from all three LVPOF samples in
addition to the LVPO and LVPF samples (Figure 2a). The
shape of the edge profile and the pre-edge resonances are
correlated with the local symmetry of vanadium sites, while
their energy positions are correlated with the valence state of V
cations.13,30−32 Octahedrally coordinated vanadium cations
that possess an inversion center (for example, in V2O3

30 or
LVPF12) exhibit a weak triplet resonance structure in the pre-
edge region. On the other hand, vanadium cations located at
sites without an inversion center (for example, tetrahedrally
coordinated in CrVO4,

30 square pyramidal in V2O5,
30 or

distorted octahedrally coordinated in V2O4,
30 Li2VTiO4,

31 or
LVPO12) exhibit a characteristic isolated pre-edge peak. The
pre-edge feature is assigned to the 1s to 3d transition, which is
forbidden in a perfectly regular vanadium octahedron. This
transition becomes dipole allowed with the distortion of the
local symmetry around vanadium cations, which leads to 3d−
4p orbital mixing. As demonstrated by Boivin et al.,13 the
intensity of the pre-edge peak is highly sensitive to the local
distortions around vanadium in the LVPF-type LVPOF sample
and gives insights into its local environments. In our case, the
XANES spectra of LVPOF-600, LVPOF-700, and LVPOF-800
samples (Figure 2a) exhibited edge profiles with a pre-edge
resonance. Comparison of the XANES spectra showed a
gradual decrease of the prepeak intensity with increasing
synthesis temperature. LVPOF-600 exhibited almost the same
pre-edge peak intensity as the LVPO sample, while in LVPOF-
800, the intensity of the pre-edge peak was reduced almost to
half of the LVPO value. Such a decrease in the intensity of the
pre-edge peak is ascribed to the increasing LVPO fluorination,
which imposes higher symmetry, i.e., lower distortion in V
octahedra.
In addition to the prepeak intensity, the energy shift of the

vanadium absorption edge that commonly correlates with V
valence was also evaluated from the XANES spectra. Generally,
the increase in the V valence state is associated with the shift of

Table 1. Lattice Parameters of the LVPOF Phase in LVPOF-
600, LVPOF-700, and LVPOF-800 Samples, Determined
from LeBail Refinement

LVPOF-600 LVPOF-700 LVPOF-800

a (Å) 6.806(4) 6.809(7) 6.810(9)
b (Å) 7.172(9) 7.173(5) 7.182(6)
c (Å) 7.931(1) 7.927(9) 7.928(6)
α (deg) 89.96(4) 89.979(1) 89.943(7)
β (deg) 91.454(3) 91.479(6) 91.475(9)
γ (deg) 117.28(5) 117.21(8) 117.249(6)
V (Å3) 344.15(9) 344.24(6) 344.68(1)

Figure 2. V K-edge XANES spectra of (a) LVPOF-600, LVPOF-700, and LVPOF-800 samples in a comparison to LVPO precursor and LVPF and
(b) reference VO2F, V2O5, VPO4O, VF3, and LVPO and LVPF samples.
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the edge toward higher energies, with the shift of about 2.5 eV
per valence in the case of vanadium oxides.30,32 The absorption
edges in LVPOF-600 and LVPOF-700 were found to be very
close to the energy position of the LVPO sample (see Figure
2a), while LVPOF-800 edge was shifted ∼0.8 eV to lower
energies. This would imply a general trend of the reduction in
the V valence state of LVPOF samples coinciding with the
increase in heat treatment temperature. The LVPF sample
exhibited a shift of 1 eV compared to LVPO, which correlates
with a lower V valence in this structure. It should be noted,
however, that the energy shifts of the absorption edge are
additionally affected by the electronegativity of the ligands and
the local structure of the V cations.30−32

XANES spectra of the reference samples (Figure 2b)
showed that the V absorption edge position correlation in
vanadium oxy/fluoro-phosphate compounds cannot be done
unambiguously. The spectrum of the VO2F (V+5) fluoride
reference sample revealed the −0.5 eV edge shift to the lower
energies compared to the spectra of the V2O5 (V+5) and
VPO4O (V+5) oxides due to a presence of F in the
neighborhood of vanadium. Furthermore, the VF3 (V+3)
edge is overlapping with the precursor LVPO (V+4), while
the reference LVPF (V+3) edge is shifted about −0.5 eV
relative to VF3 (V

+3). Therefore, the shifts in the V absorption
edge position cannot be related only to the V average valence
state without considering the differences in the structure and
ligands (fluorination) of compared materials. The observed
shifts of the vanadium edge to lower energies with increasing
treatment temperature in samples LVPOF-600, LVPOF-700,
and LVPOF-800 can be ascribed partially to the reduction of
vanadium and partially to the effect of increased fluorination at
higher temperatures.
Further, to explore the local environment of atomic species,

31P MAS NMR and 7Li MAS NMR spectroscopy measure-
ments were performed. In Figure 3a, 31P MAS NMR spectra of
LVPOF-600, LVPOF-700, and LVPOF-800 samples are
compared to the spectra of the LVPO precursor and LVPF.
The two signals at 1600 and 1420 ppm suggested the presence
of two different types of P, which is in accordance with the two
crystallographic sites observed in the pure LVPO.24 This
pointed out that, after the incorporation of LiF in LVPO, the
host structure of LVPO was maintained. Note that both

LVPOF and LVPO phases present in the samples contributed
to these signals. The 31P MAS NMR spectrum of the LVPOF-
800 sample showed a sharp and rather intense signal at 0 ppm,
corresponding to a diamagnetic impurity, Li3PO4, and also a
very weak, broad signal at about 3900 ppm, indicating the
presence of a small fraction of an LVPF-type phase.33

7Li MAS NMR spectra of the LVPOF-600, LVPOF-700, and
LVPOF-800 samples showed a sharp peak at −2 ppm (Figure
3b), corresponding to the remaining LiF (and of Li3PO4 in
case of LVPOF-800). All the three samples exhibited a signal at
about 80 ppm, which can be assigned to Li nuclei in the LVPO
type of environment. Indeed, Li atoms occupy two different
crystallographic sites in LVPO, but their 7Li NMR signals
cannot be resolved, because the two local environments are
similar.24

A closer look at the 7Li MAS NMR spectra of LVPOF-600,
LVPOF-700, and LVPOF-800 (Figure 3c) showed how
LVPOF gradually transformed from a structure in which Li
nuclei occupied only typical LVPO sites and exhibited an
NMR signal at ∼80 ppm (LVPOF-600), to a structure in
which numerous different Li environments could be found
(LVPOF-800). Li nuclei experiencing these different environ-
ments gave rise to a set of strongly overlapped signals
resonating between 75 and 190 ppm. Qualitatively, the 7Li
MAS NMR spectrum of LVPOF-800 has similarities to the
spectrum of previously reported LiVPO4F0.25O0.75 material.34

The contribution resonating close to 120 ppm, most probably,
corresponds to Li within the LVPF type of environment (this
phase was already detected by 31P NMR). The assignment of
the overlapped signals at about 75, 90, 150, and 190 ppm was
not clear. Whereas signals at 84 and 186 ppm were assigned to
vanadyl-type defects, the above listed various contributions to
the 7Li MAS NMR spectrum of LVPOF-800 could stem from
variations in Li environments. This can be small shifts of the
existing positions of Li atoms due to F introduction, i.e.,
different distances in their neighborhood. Other possibilities
include Li nuclei seeing vanadium centers in different oxidation
states10 and/or incorporation of additional Li atoms stemming
from LiF into new sites in the LiVPO4O-type structure. Either
of these could lead to differently strong hyperfine interactions
between the electronic spins of vanadium centers and lithium
nuclei and thus to significant shifts of the NMR resonances.

Figure 3. 31P (a) and 7Li (b) and (c) MAS NMR spectra of LVPOF-600, LVPOF-700, and LVPOF-800 samples in comparison to the LVPO
precursor and LVPF. Asterisks denote spinning sidebands. In (b), 7Li NMR spectra are vertically scaled so that the highest signals of different
spectra are equally high, whereas in (c) they are scaled so that the signals at ca. 80 ppm within the different spectra are equally high. Vertical dotted
lines mark the positions of the 7Li resonances of LVPO and LVPF.
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Note that the relative intensities of the shifted signals were at
least comparable to the intensities of the 80 and 120 ppm
signals (corresponding to the typical LVPO and LVPF sites,
respectively), meaning that in LVPOF-800 there were
significant fractions of different lithium environments.
The XRD and NMR findings showed that the crystal

structure of the precursor LVPO is maintained after LiF
incorporation. Therefore, the precursor LVPO and the
synthesized LVPOF are isostructural. The LVPO phase
crystallizes in Amblygonite type structure due to the small α
angle, which makes it differerent from the isostructural
Montebrasite structure (αAmblygonite < 90° < αMontebrasite).

35,36

The crystal structure of LVPO can be described as an
arrangement of [VO4O2] octahedra and [PO4] tetrahedra
(Figure 4a). The octahedra are connected to each other by

oxygen atoms (O(5) and O(6) in Figure 4b), forming chains
which run along the b direction. Along that direction, there is
alternatively long (V−O) and short (V O) vanadyl bonds
(Figure 4b), the latter being a double bond. Within the
structure, there are two types of V octahedra: [V(1)O4O2], for
which the equatorial plane is almost parallel to the b direction,
and [V(2)O4O2] with the equatorial plane being almost
perpendicular to the b direction. As a result, the chains are
forming a trans arrangement along the b direction (Figure 4a).
Chains of [VO4O2]−[VO4O2] are further connected to each
other through [PO4] tetrahedra. This connection is done by
oxygen atoms, which are in the equatorial plane of [VO4O2]
octahedra. There are also two types of [PO4] tetrahedra which
alternate along the b and a directions (Figure 4a). Lithium in
the LVPO framework structure is located in 3D tunnels
generated by polyhedra which run along the [11̅0], [101], and
[101̅] directions.8,24 The minimum Li−Li distance along the
[101̅] tunnel in LVPO is about 5.6 Å, while in Li2VPO4O
(with an extra incorporated Li) it is 5.3 Å in the similar [101]
tunnel.10 It is, thus, possible to incorporate extra Li within the

LVPO framework structure without generating steric con-
straints.
The atomic parameters were refined for the LVPOF-800

sample by the Rietveld method starting from the structural
model of LVPO (ICSD no.: 184602) (Figure S4 and Table
S1). In the LVPOF structure, one can expect the presence of
randomly distributed F atoms as the ligand bridging two V
octahedra along the b axis. In order to take into account the
presence of fluorine in the LVPOF-800 sample, the refinement
was carried out assuming F substitution (i) in either O(5) or
O(6) and (ii) in both O(5) and O(6). In the first case of
substitution (either O(5) or O(6)), the refinement of the XRD
data delivered poor reliability factors for the minimization of
the intensity difference. In the second case, where both O(5)
and O(6) positions were substituted with F, the reliability
factor reached satisfactory values. The best fit was achieved
when the occupancy factors of O(5) and O(6) were
respectively linked to F(1) and F(2). The occupancy factors
for O(5), O(6), F(1), and F(2) were obtained respectively as
0.750(3), 0.846(1), 0.250(3), and 0.153(8). The substitution
of F in the defined O positions of the octahedral ligands
showed that b and c values in eq 2b are linked to each other in
the suggested chemical notation (LiaVPO4ObFc) in the
synthesis section. Thus, it is safe to reformulate the chemical
notation of the LVPOF phase as LiaVPO4ObF1−b (a ≥ 1, b <
1), which according to the refined values can then be estimated
as LiaVPO4O0.8F0.2 for LVPOF-800 phase. The O and F values
are calculated as the average amounts obtained for refinement
of O(5), O(6), F(1), and F(2). Note that the Li position was
not refined due to its low X-ray atomic scattering factor.
The V octahedral chains ([VO4X2] (with X = O or F

ligand)) in LVPO are compared to the ones in the LVPOF
phase in Figure 4b. The V1−O/F and V2−O/F long bonds in
the corresponding [V(1)O4X] and [V(2)O4X] octahedra in
LVPOF are shorter than those in LVPO, while the V1−O/F
and V2−O/F short bonds are longer. This leads to a higher
general symmetry of the V−X bonds in [VO4X2] octahedral
chains of LVPOF. The higher symmetry of the V octahedra
was also observed previously in XANES results as the lower
pre-edge intensity in the spectrum of the LVPOF sample
compared to the one for the LVPO sample. Furthermore, it
can be noted from comparing the bond lengths in Figure 4b
that F substitution of O has a higher impact on the elongation
of a strongly covalent VO vanadyl bond, rather than on the
shortening, i.e., strengthening, of the weaker V−O bond. In
addition, the V−X−V angles in LVPOF are smaller (131° and
133°) than the ones in LVPO (139° and 137°). This indicates
a shrinking of the octahedral chains in the b direction in
LVPOF compared to LVPO.
The crystal structure and atomic arrangements of both

LVPO and LVPOF-800 were investigated by means of SAED
and STEM imaging. The LVPOF-800 sample was chosen for
more thorough investigations since it had the highest amount
of the new LVPOF phase with the least amount of impurities.
The SAED patterns collected from the single LVPOF and
LVPO particles confirmed the high crystallinity of the material
(Figure 5a,b). Both diffraction patterns were simulated using
the JEMS software.37 Corresponding structure models, i.e.,
ICSD no. 184602 for the LVPO and the new experimentally
derived (XRD) crystallographic information file (CIF) for the
LVPOF were used as the input structures. The LVPO pattern
showed a good fit, while small displacements between the
JEMS simulated (inset in Figure 5a) and the experimental

Figure 4. (a) Representation of the Tavorite-type structure of LVPO
and LVPOF. (b) Comparison of chains of ···[V(1)O4X2]−[V(2)-
O4X2]··· (with X = O, O/F) in LVPO and LVPOF.
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LVPOF pattern were detected already in the second order
SAED reflections. Since the XRD pattern is collected from a
millimeter-scale area of the sample, its information on the
crystal structure is much less spatially resolved compared to the
TEM-SAED. Therefore, the differences between the LVPOF
SAED pattern and the experimental CIF file can be attributed
to the nanometers-scale variations of the crystal structure due
to the distribution of the O/F ligand. This goes in accordance
with the previously described results of XRD, XAS, and NMR.
The STEM-HAADF images of LVPOF-800 and LVPO

(Figure 5c,d, respectively) also confirmed a high crystallinity of
both materials. Both images were taken in the same [1̅01] zone
axis but with different structure rotation (yellow dashed line in
Figure 5c−e denotes the same structural plane). The contrast
variations in the STEM-HAADF images correspond to the
differences in the atomic numbers of the V and P (23 and 15,
respectively), with the V atomic columns producing higher
intensity. The model of the LVPOF atomic structure in the
[1̅01] zone axis is shown in Figure 5e,f. The sizes of the Li, O,
F, P, and V atoms in the atomic structure drawing were
normalized according to the atomic number, with V being the
highest. A uniform contrast of the V and P atomic columns
implies that there were no detectable defects on the V and P
sublattices. The intensity line profile insets in Figure 5c,d were
taken along the yellow dashed lines, which run along the plane
that consists of slightly overlapping V and O atomic columns.
O columns are invisible in this case due to the small distances
and vicinity of the heavier V columns that produce higher
intensity (Figure 5e,f). The direct visualization of the O/F
ligand atomic columns was not possible neither by HAADF
nor by ABF STEM imaging due to the very dense atomic
packing observed in the [1̅01] zone axis (Figure S6).
Therefore, further STEM-EDX and STEM-EELS studies
were performed to assess the local elemental composition as
well as the electronic surroundings of the vanadium.
The homogeneity of the F incorporation on the nanoscale as

well as overall chemical composition was studied by STEM-
EDX analysis of individual particles of the LVPOF-800 sample.
The STEM-EDX mapping of V, P, and O taken from a single

particle shown in Figure S6 confirmed a homogeneous
distribution of these elements. Note that Li is not detectable
by the EDX technique. To assess the nature of the F
incorporation, i.e., whether it is homogeneously distributed
throughout the particles or mainly incorporated into the
particle’s near-surface region (core−shell structure), the FIB
lamella was cut out of the large LVPOF-800 sample particle
with the diameter of ∼25 μm (Figure S7). The STEM-EDX
mapping performed on this FIB lamella confirmed a
homogeneous incorporation of F into the large particles
(Figure S8). Additionally, the STEM-EDX spectra were taken
from similar thickness areas from a number of various particles,
and average elemental composition was determined to be V =
11.7 ± 2.6 atom %, P = 15.5 ± 1.8 atom %, O = 61.8 ± 1.5
atom %, and F = 9.5 ± 2.5 atom %. Comparing the absolute
errors (1σ) given for each individual element of LVPOF-800,
precursor LVPO, and reference LVPF (see Table S2), one can
see that compositional variations in all of the involved elements
are highest for the LVPOF-800 sample.
The EELS measurements were used to probe the oxidation

state of the vanadium atoms within various samples at the
nanoscale through monitoring V-L2 and V-L3 edges (Figure
6a). The edge onset energy and L3/L2 peaks intensity ratio (so-
called white-line ratio) are related to the oxidation state of the
vanadium atoms. Generally, there are two methods for
determination of the elemental valence from the EEL
spectrum. In the white-line ratio method, the integral intensity
ratio of the V-L3 and V-L2 excitation peaks is correlated to its
oxidation state. The other method involves examination of
displacement of excitation energy (shift of the edge onset) or
so-called chemical shift. The latter method is in general more
suitable for V oxide materials due to the overlapping of V-L2,3
and O−K edges. However, both methods should be examined
for analyzing the oxidation state and local atomic environ-
ment.38 It can be seen in Figure 6a that the V edge onset
undergoes a shift toward lower energies as well as a reduction
in the L3/L2 white-line ratio, from precursor LVPO through
LVPOF-800 to LVPF. This observation is in agreement with
the XANES results (Figure 2), in which a shift in edge position

Figure 5. (a, c) SAED experimental patterns along with patterns simulated using JEMS software37 for LVPOF-800 and LVPO samples, respectively.
STEM-HAADF images of (b) LVPOF-800 and (d) LVPO samples, with the line intensity profiles in the insets. Yellow dashed line denotes the
intensity profile position. (e) Atomic structure of the LVPOF phase viewed in the [1̅01] direction along with the (f) unit cell atomic structure of
the LVPOF phase pictured close to the [100] direction, with blue dashed lines denoting unit cell borders.
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toward lower energies was seen in similar order. The physical
phenomena probed by the XANES and EELS techniques are of
the same nature differing only in the probed area.
Consequently, the shifts of the V-L2,3 edge position in the
EEL spectra are as well due to the contributions of both
varying F content and V valence changes. With the EELS
analysis we could concentrate on the effect of the F amount in
the LVPO-type structure.
STEM-EELS analysis, due to its nature, is performed with

much higher spatial resolution than XANES, allowing the
assessment of the electronic properties at the nanometer scale.
The edge behavior in spectra taken from four different LVPF
reference sample particles was rather stable (Figure 6b),
whereas there were clear variations in edge onset positions in
LVPOF-800 and LVPO particles’ spectra (Figure 6c,d). The
occurrence of these variations in the LVPO precursor could be
attributed to the presence of the O vacancies in the lattice.
Such a defective O sublattice in the precursor material could
promote the F incorporation into the structure. The variations
in the LVPOF-800 spectra could be ascribed to the residual O
vacancies as well as to the local variations in the incorporated F
content among the particles. To evaluate this, the amount of
the incorporated F in the LVPOF-800 sample was correlated
to the edge onset position via performing simultaneous STEM-
EDX and EELS analysis. All of the measurements were carried
out with similar conditions in the microscope, such as
acceleration voltage, probe current, examined region of
interest, and data collection time. Figure 6c shows the EEL

spectra taken from four different LVPOF-800 particles along
with EDX defined F content of 7%, 8%, 11%, and 12%. Higher
F amount resulted in a V L2/3 edge onset shift toward lower
energies as well as in a decrease in L2/3 white-line ratio (lower
valence state). This further confirmed the impact of F and its
amount in the V edge shift, observed also through XANES
results. The varying F amounts were indicative of a range of
solid solution phases rather than a single phase at the single
particle scale, which in its turn would influence the resulting
electrochemical properties.
The galvanostatic charge/discharge (Li extraction/insertion)

signature of LVPOF samples was investigated and compared to
the LVPO precursor and LVPF by testing them asa cathode
material in a half-cell battery configuration. Figure 7a compares
the galvanostatic cycling curves of LVPOF-600, LVPOF-700,
and LVPOF-800 samples at high-voltage domain (3.0−4.5 V
vs Li+/Li) with a current density corresponding roughly to C/
50 cycling rate. The electrochemical signature of LVPOF-600
was similar to that of the LVPO phase (Figure 7b): a biphasic
reaction at ∼3.95 V involving V+4/V+5 redox couple. The same
redox couple can be encountered in the LVPOF-700 sample.
However, here the LVPO phase contributed to only about half
of the overall capacity. The other half, therefore, can be
attributed to the new LVPOF phase with a higher potential of
4.18 V. LVPOF-800 was mainly composed of the LVPOF
phase contributing to the electrochemical performance,
although an insignificant feature of the LVPO phase can still
be seen. Lithium extraction/insertion proceeded through a
sloping voltage profile which could be an indication of a solid
solution-like mechanism. The appearance of such solid
solution-like behavior can originate from the presence of the
defects detected by EELS analysis. The literature reports that
in the case of the defect-free LiFePO4 material, a biphasic
mechanism (well-defined plateau) takes place, whereas for the
defective LiFePO4, a sloping curve characteristic of a solid-
solution mechanism occurs.39,40

The low specific capacity observed for LVPOF-600 and
LVPOF-700 (Figure 7a) are correlated to the large amount of
LVPO phase present in both samples, which has been reported
to present a poor charge/discharge capacity.10,24 Figure 7b
shows the galvanostatic cycling curves of LVPO, LVPOF-800,
and LVPF obtained at the high-voltage domain. The
extraction/insertion of Li in LVPOF-800 took place at around
4.12 V vs Li+/Li (for mixed V+3/V+4 and V+4/V+5 redox
couples), which differed from LVPO (3.95 V for V+4/V+5 redox
couple) and LVPF (4.26 V for V+3/V+4 redox couple). An

Figure 6. EELS spectra obtained at 80 kV electron beam energy: (a)
comparison of LVPO, LVPOF-800, LVPF, and reference V2O3 and
V2O5 samples and (b) comparison of four different particles of (b)
LVPF, (c) LVPOF-800, and (d) LVPO.

Figure 7. Galvanostatic cycling curves obtained vs Li at a C/50 rate for (a) LVPOF-600, LVPOF-700, and LVPOF-800 samples and (b) LVPO,
LVPOF-800, and LVPF, in the high-voltage domain (i.e., between 3.0 and 4.5 V vs Li+/Li).
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increment of the working potential in LVPOF-800 with respect
to the precursor LVPO was expected due to the inductive
effect of the incorporated F, which would increase the ionic
character of V−O/F with respect to V−O bonds in LVPO. In
addition, LVPOF showed higher charge/discharge capacity
compared to LVPO. We believe that F incorporation can
improve the low kinetics of Li diffusion in LVPO structure and
therefore allow for a higher Li exchange during electrochemical
cycling. The polarization of the LVPOF-600 followed the
pattern observed in the LVPO sample (Figure 7b). In the
LVPOF-700, the polarization changes were due to the
presence of two phases, LVPO and LVPOF. Polarization of
the LVPOF phase in the LVPOF-700 sample was much lower
than that of LVPO. This enhancement can be partly related to
the mixed valence state, V3+/V4+, which is a result of fluorine
substitution in V−O ligands of [VO6] octahedral chains. The
higher charge transfer and enhanced hopping process between
V3+ and V4+ cations in LVPOF could lead to higher
conductivity and, thus, lower polarization.12,41 However, the
polarization of the LVPOF phase here differed from that
observed in the LVPOF-800 sample, where LVPOF was the
main contributing phase. The reason for that can be the
particle size difference between the two samples.
The galvanostatic cycling curves of LVPOF-600, LVPOF-

700, and LVPOF-800 samples at low-voltage domain (i.e.,
between 1.5 and 3 V vs Li+/Li) are shown in Figure S9.
LVPOF-600 showed similar electrochemical signature as
LVPO,8 also for the insertion reaction of Li into the structure.
This reaction proceeded through a series of phase transitions at
2.47, 2.21, and 2.03 V vs Li+/Li involving the VIV/VIII redox
couple, which would lead to formation of Li2VPO4O. This
behavior was also observed for LVPOF-700; however, an
additional plateau appeared at ∼1.78 V. The specific capacity
of LVPOF-700 for the insertion of Li is almost half of the one
for LVPOF-600. The reduction of specific capacity is linked to
the presence of the LVPOF phase, since LVPOF-800 showed
an even lower Li insertion capacity during a sloping voltage
cycling curve. This curve resembles the cycling signature of
LVPO, even though it lacks the biphasic steps, and this can be
another indication of LVPO-type structure. The low activity of
the LVPOF phase, which led to low specific capacity, can be
attributed to the extra Li in the LiaVPO4ObF1−b compound. It
is presumed that the extra Li ions occupy the available Li sites
and only a limited amount of additional Li ions can be
inserted.

4. CONCLUSION
We have, to the best of our knowledge, for the first time
synthesized a LiVPO4O-type oxy/fluoro-phosphate phase. In
the synthesis procedure, the LiVPO4O precursor compound
was fluorinated via LiF incorporation during a high-temper-
ature ceramic synthesis. The new phase contains mixed O/F
ligand atoms bridging the octahedra chains. The formation of
ionic V−F bonds in LVPOF increased the redox potential
compared to V−O and highly covalent VO bonds in LVPO.
The LVPOF phase was confirmed to be isostructural with the
precursor LVPO; however, local deviations from the refined
LVPOF structure were detected. The distortion of V octahedra
in the precursor LVPO structure was reduced through the F
incorporation. The average V valence in LVPOF was reduced
compared to the precursor LVPO. The amount of incorpo-
rated F varied among particles, which indicated the formation
of a solid solution phase. This gave rise to the observed local

fluctuations of the V oxidation state among different particles.
The vanadium valence variations within the precursor LVPO
sample particles were found to be partially compensated in the
vanadium oxy/fluoro-phosphate structure. However, due to
the nature of the vanadium oxide containing compounds as
well as the unclear impact of the F substitution in O sublattice
on spectral features, the exact valence value could not be
determined unambiguously. The operating potential of the
new LVPOF phase is increased compared to that of the
precursor LVPO (4.12 V vs 3.95 V vs metallic lithium,
respectively) but still lower compared to LVPF phase. We have
clearly shown that it is possible to achieve an LVPO-type
structure for the LVPOF compound by the proposed synthesis
method. On a broader scale, our results demonstrate that
enhancement of the electrochemical characteristics is possible
by introduction of a mixed ligand into the initial Tavorite
structure. However, the exact nature of the redox couple in the
new LVPOF compound remains debatable.
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